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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a novel metadata model for
describing scalable and interactive TV services that can
be enriched with supplemental multimedia information. The
model allows users to access such TV services not only via
their traditional TV sets, but also via additional mobile devices like TabletPCs or PDAs. To achieve this, we segment
the traditional linear program into sub-components, while
separating device-independent and device-specific metadata. A realization of this model builds on the existing standards of TV-Anytime, MPEG-7 and MEPG-21. The model
achieves a step towards the ”Connected world” vision of
the second specification phase of the TV-Anytime forum.

1. Introduction
Today, both multimedia computing and television provide entertainment to a broad audience. While television efficiently transmits the same content to many viewers at a
time, multimedia computing provides a highly interactive
and personalized experience. The advent of digital television allows combining both worlds [7, 6]. In a digital television system, additional media content and interactive applications can be broadcasted, allowing the viewer to become
involved and to change the classic linear program flow by
interacting where desired. Complementing the TV set, additional mobile devices can be used to consume the personalized content. For example, a TabletPC with its large screen
provides for interactive portable in-home use, and a PDA allows convenient mobile access to the content both in-home
and on the move. As these devices have different capabilities in terms of, e.g., screen space and decoding power, scalability of the provided service becomes a crucial issue[9].
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Creating interactive TV programs using these new opportunities poses new challenges. Content needs to be created in a suitable format or adapted to the different devices
and user requirements. The service, consisting of such contents, needs to be scaled accordingly. To allow this, the service must be complemented by a consistent set of metadata,
which describes the additional content options, the possible interactions and the scalability parameters. Such a service description has to be based on open, established standards, allowing a large variety of current and future terminal devices to consume the new services.
In the European IST SAVANT project [1], convergence
concepts for scalable interactive TV considering multiple
terminal device types and different transmission networks
are investigated along with metadata frameworks to support
the realization of such concepts. This paper describes the
metadata model developed as part of this activity.
The paper is structured as follows. First, the concept of
a scalable interactive TV service is introduced. Second, an
abstract data model is presented which has the power to describe such a service. Third, the foundations for realizing
our metadata model based on established multimedia metadata languages are described, and the approach taken to realize the model is presented. We close with conclusions and
future work.

2. Concept of a scalable interactive TV service
The concept of a scalable interactive TV service covers
a broad range of aspects from content generation to content access. Most prominently such a service aims to create and deliver enhanced and interactive content tailored to
different user devices, varying network conditions and diverse user requirements. To support this notion of scalability, we consider a service as a collection of service compo-
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nents, where a service component is either a segment of the
main broadcast content or an item of the additional related
multimedia content. In a news broadcast program, for example, the individual news items (news stories) provide the
main content, where each item corresponds to an individual service component. Additional content, i.e. content provided in the realm of digital TV to enrich a program, may include bonus MPEG-4 video clips, HTML pages, 3D graphics, additional languages (both audio and subtitles), a signer
and interactive games, etc.
The breakdown of a service into service components
supports its adaptation for a given device type, network or
user by allowing the sorting, filtering and adaptation of its
individual components. A service as such may also be dynamically modified according to events, such as the availability of newly produced content. Different service components can be routed over different transmission networks
(e.g. DVB, IP) and be combined at the receiver side. In addition, the content of a scalable service can be accessed not
only from a single device, but also from a combination of
devices available to users. For example, while watching the
live broadcast of a football match on the TV screen, up-todate game statistics (goals, fouls, etc.) may be viewed in
parallel on a PDA whenever requested by the viewer.
The adaptation of a service and its components requires
metadata that describe the format and semantics of each
item. Based on such metadata, content delivery and access
systems can make intelligent decisions as to when and how
to transmit, display, adapt or ignore a service component.
This metadata, defined within an appropriate schema, is referred to as a service description. Such a description, in addition to supporting scalability, also provides the necessary
mechanisms to structure service components within the service (e.g. relate and synchronize additional content items
with the main content).
In order to be applicable in the context of a TV program, the service description must be an extension of the
conventional linear TV content model. Furthermore, as it
is likely that interactive TV services will evolve dynamically, the metadata schema has to be extendable in order
to cater for new service concepts. Content semantics and
structure must be clearly separated from device-specific realization details. The following section proposes a metadata
model for a service description, which meets these requirements.

3. A metadata model to support scalable TV
services
This section details the conceptual model that provides
the basis for our metadata framework for describing scalable interactive TV services. The model, outlined in figure 1, describes such a service as an enriched TV program.
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We detail this model by introducing the underlying rationale that led to its development.

Figure 1. Overview of the metadata model

Program as anchor to traditional TV. In the broadcast
world the concept of a program is well established: it ”represents an editorially coherent piece of content” [4]. In order to comply with this traditional usage, it is essential that
a metadata model does not change, but only extends the notion of a linear program. To reflect this, the Program element has been introduced as the root of our model. It acts as
the anchor to the traditional TV world, while it also serves
as the basis for our extensions.
Segmentation into Program Items. As mentioned in the
previous section, we define a program as a collection of service components. These are represented by a sequence of
Program Item elements, segmenting the linear TV content.
Each Program Item is considered as a coherent and semantically closed entity, such as a single news story (with its
main and additional content). Program Items act as containers for both descriptive elements, including title, keywords
and Category, and structural elements like the media content associated with a Program Item.
Device-independent content descriptions. The media
content of a Program Item contains one segment of the linear broadcast content combined with a rich and diverse, but
optional, set of additional content. To support the rendering of such content on various terminal devices, multiple
device-specific formats of the same content may be included
within the broadcast. In order to allow for the description of
the same content for various devices, we introduce the notion of Content Items in our model. Content Items provide
a device-independent abstraction layer for describing only
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the content of the media without being specific regarding
its concrete physical representation. At this level, aspects
that influence how users interact with the content such as
its Type (e.g. HTML page, audio track, video) and SemanticType (e.g. signer, helmet camera) are considered, while
the technical details, i.e. the exact format (e.g. MPEG-2,
MPEG-4), are left open. We distinguish two types of Content Items: Main Content Items (MCI) and Additional Content Items (ACI). MCIs describe the linear broadcast segments that make up the basic service and ACIs describe the
supplemental information. For example, a news story in a
news show that is enriched with a signer and supplemented
with background information from the web would be described as a Program Item with three Content Items: one
MCI and two ACIs (the signer as an ACI of type ”video”
and the web pages as an ACI of type ”HTML” ).

Device-specific technical details. Content Items do not
describe how the content is rendered at the terminal device. For instance, the signer ACI in the above example only
specifies that it is a video clip to be synchronized with the
main video (the MCI), but says nothing about its exact format. It may contain a clip in MPEG-2 format to be displayed
on a TV or one with lower resolution in MPEG-4 for a PDA.
In our model, each concrete realization of a Content Item is
described as a Media Item. These correspond to separate
copies of the same content, encoded in different formats or
with different parameters (e.g., resolution, bit rate). A Media Item has a targetDeviceClass that describes the device
class for which the content was designed (e.g. TV, PDA).
A device class maps directly onto basic technical parameters such as resolution, bitrate. Each Media Item contains a
mediaLocator, which is a URI that either points to an actual, already existing essence or contains a transcoding instruction. In order to render a Content Item at a terminal device, the Media Item that best matches the terminal type is
chosen, and the appropriate player (i.e. MPEG-4 player or
HTML browser) is launched on the terminal.

Beyond Program Items: Besides supporting the inclusion of Additional Content Items at the Program Item level,
it is often desirable to attach additional content to an entity which is not as fine-grained as a Program Item. This
entity is provided by the Topic element. A Topic provides
a ”bigger story”, grouping several related Program Items
(e.g., ”Presidential election” in a news program or ”Athletics world cup 2003” in a sports program). Topics can be described and classified; and additional content may be provided related to Topics. Typically, a Topic has a lifetime of a
few days to a few weeks, during which new Program Items
and new additional content may be added.
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4. Realization of the metadata model
In order to be a part of the broadcast value chain, the proposed model has to be transformed into a concrete service
description. This service description has to be based on existing standards to allow interoperability of the many components from different vendors found in a broadcast system. This section analyzes the suitability of existing metadata standards to reflect different aspects of the proposed
model, provides the rationale behind selecting one of them
to base the service description upon and describes the necessary extensions to fully describe the proposed model.

4.1. Existing metadata standards
Based on previous studies [12, 8, 10], three established
standards, MPEG-7 [2], TV-Anytime [4] and MPEG-21
[3] were selected to provide the basis for describing scalable TV services. The strength of MPEG-7 is the description of multimedia content. MPEG-21 provides (among
others) structuring tools for digital items and descriptors
for network and device capabilities. TV-Anytime describes
TV services, mainly for content selection and time-shifted
viewing.
To realize a service description for scalable interactive
TV, the requirements, summarized in table 1, must be met
by the metadata language to be employed.

Requirement
Ability to describe interactive TV services
Express
hierarchy
of service description model
Easy interpretation of
the semantics of an element
Standardized, extendable metadata language
Pre-defined constructs
to describe elements
of service description
model

MPEG
7
-

MPEG
21
o

TV
Anytime
+

o

+

o

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

Table 1. Requirements to metadata languages

Since no single metadata language meets all requirements perfectly, the service description is realized by com-
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bining elements from all three standards. TV-Anytime is
used to provide the framework, as its structure is best suited
to describe the semantics of a TV service. The extensibility mechanism of TV-Anytime (replacing elements by those
of derived types) is exploited to provide the additional elements as needed. As TV-Anytime allows the use of MPEG7 elements for describing, e.g., media formats, the advantages of MPEG-7 can be exploited in the leaf nodes of the
service description, while the higher level nodes are taken
from TV-Anytime. MPEG-21 elements can be included by
deriving new types from existing TV-Anytime types and including the MPEG-21 nodes into these types. This way, the
extended description remains compatible with TV-Anytime,
hence allowing a TV-Anytime-compliant Set Top Box to
use the TVA-compliant features.
Whereas other models, such as the digital broadcast item
model [11], propose decomposing a broadcast on a more
structural level, the model presented in this paper explicitly
decomposes a broadcast on a semantic level. In the same
way MPEG-21 Digital Items do not have an explicit semantic purpose, Digital Broadcast Items have a generalized
meaning. They can point to small as well as large structures
within the broadcast. Program Items are explicitly not on
the same semantic level as programs. They are meaningless
without the context of the program they belong to. And Program Items are created and designed by editors with a specific meaning and purpose in mind and therefore the proposed model allows content creators to directly think in semantic contexts

4.2. Extension elements
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programs and their schedule over one or more TV channels. Our model extends these tools in order to significantly
enrich the description of each individual program.
Figure 2 illustrates the extensions applied to the TVAnytime model. A TV-Anytime description is composed of
a set of top-level tables containing different elements of the
description. Original tables are contained in the yellow box.
Most of our extensions are contained in the 2 additional tables and within the SegmentInformationTable.
SegmentInformationTable: Segment information elements are used in TV-Anytime for defining temporal units
of individual programs. This allows to describe a summary
of the content with highlights or to bookmark parts of a
program. The individual Program Items of our model are
mapped onto Segment Information elements. These TVAnytime elements are therefore slightly extended in order
support the Program Item structure: each Program Item can
be linked to a Topic element, can have an extended MPEG-7
summary, and contains at least one Media Item.
AdditionalContenItemTable: Additional Content
Items are described in a newly-introduced table. The description of an ACI element contains:

 References to the Topic and the list of Program Items
that the ACI is related to;
 Synchronization information defining how the ACI
should be synchronized with the MCI;
 Routing information providing hints to the system on
how the ACI instance should be delivered to the terminal (e.g. over broadcast or IP channel);
 A set of Media Items, each describing an actual instance of the ACI.
TopicTable: elements of this table define Topics that allow the grouping of Program Items and Additional Content
Items.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Figure 2. Extended TV-Anytime program description

TV-Anytime provides tools for describing sets of TV

In this paper, we reported on a novel metadata model for
describing scalable interactive TV services that are modeled as sets of inter-related service components. For each
component, a clear separation of semantics and device dependent metadata has been achieved. A realization of this
model by extending TV Anytime has been described. Based
on this, a prototype of an interactive TV news service
has been implemented and successfully demonstrated at
the ”Internationale Funkausstellung 2003” broadcast fair in
Berlin. This service allows personalized and interactive access to news stories and additional background information,
using a TV set, a TabletPC and a PDA.
We believe that the metadata model presented here is a
first step towards the achievement of the ”Connected world”
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vision as put forward in the second specification phase of
the TV-Anytime forum [5]. Beyond traditional TV, this vision aims to address all kinds of connected devices, nonlinear program structures and new content types.
As part of our future work we will focus on two issues:
First, detailed synchronization mechanisms will be developed. Second, we will look at mechanisms to suitably fragment the metadata such that the fragments can be individually transmitted and accessed, saving transmission bandwidth while still allowing to tune into the program at anytime.
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